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Abstract
In this paper, a further investigation for the Apostol-Bernoulli and Apostol-Euler
polynomials and numbers is performed. Some closed formulae of sums of products
of any number of Apostol-Bernoulli and Apostol-Euler polynomials and numbers are
established by applying the generating function methods and some summation
transform techniques. It turns out that some well-known results are derived as special
cases.
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1 Introduction
The classical Bernoulli polynomials Bn(x) and Euler polynomials En(x) are usually deﬁned
by means of the following generating functions:
text












(|t| < π). (.)
In particular, the rational numbers Bn = Bn() and integers En = nEn(/) are called the
classical Bernoulli numbers and Euler numbers, respectively.
As is well known, the classical Bernoulli and Euler polynomials and numbers play im-
portant roles in diﬀerent areas of mathematics such as number theory, combinatorics,
special functions and analysis. Numerous interesting properties for them can be found in







BkBn–k = –nBn– – (n – )Bn (n≥ ). (.)
This formula has been extended in diﬀerent directions by many authors. For example, a
direct generalisation of (.) is the following identity on the classical Bernoulli polynomials






Bk(x)Bn–k(y) = –n(x + y – )Bn–(x + y) – (n – )Bn(x + y) (n≥ ), (.)
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which has been generalised to a symmetric form by He and Zhang []. We also mention
[–] for further discoveries of the above Nörlund result following the work of Carlitz
[], Agoh and Dilcher [, ]. On the other hand, Eie [], Sitaramachandraro and Davis
[] generalised (.) to sums of products of three and four Bernoulli numbers. After that,
Sankaranarayanan [] gave the closed expression of sums of products of ﬁve Bernoulli
numbers, and Zhang [] derived the closed ones of sums of products of less than and
equal to seven Bernoulli numbers. In particular, Dilcher [] obtained some closed formu-
lae of sums of products of any number of classical Bernoulli and Euler polynomials and
numbers. Petojević and Srivastava [–] got several new formulae of sums of products
of any number of classical Bernoulli numbers including the Euler type and Dilcher type
sums of products of Bernoulli numbers. Recently, Kim [] developed a new approach to
give the closed formula of sums of products of any number of classical Bernoulli numbers
by using the relation of values at non-positive integers of the important representation of
the multiple Hurwitz zeta function in terms of the Hurwitz zeta function. Further, Kim
and Hu [] obtained the closed formula of sums of products of any number of Apostol-
Bernoulli numbers by expressing the sums of products of theApostol-Bernoulli polynomi-
als in terms of the special values of multiple Hurwitz-Lerch zeta functions at non-positive
integers.
We now turn to the Apostol-Bernoulli polynomials Bn(x;λ) and Apostol-Euler polyno-
mials En(x;λ), which are usually deﬁned by means of the following generating functions
(see, e.g., [, ]):
text






(|t| < π if λ = ; |t| < | logλ| otherwise) (.)
and
ext






(|t| < π if λ = ; |t| < | log(–λ)| otherwise). (.)
Moreover, Bn(λ) = Bn(;λ) and En(λ) = nEn(/;λ) are called the Apostol-Bernoulli num-
bers and Apostol-Euler numbers, respectively. Obviously Bn(x;λ) and En(x;λ) reduce to
Bn(x) and En(x) when λ = . It is worth noticing that the Apostol-Bernoulli polynomials
were ﬁrstly introduced by Apostol [] (see also Srivastava [] for a systematic study) in
order to evaluate the value of the Hurwitz-Lerch zeta function. For some elegant results
and nice methods on these polynomials and numbers, one is referred to [–].
In the present paper, we will be concerned with some closed formulae of sums of prod-
ucts of any number of Apostol-Bernoulli and Apostol-Euler polynomials and numbers.
The idea stems from the two identities of Xu and Cen [] applying the famous Faà di
Bruno formula to answer a problem posed by Guo and Qi []. We prove the two results
due to Xu and Cen in a brief way again. As further applications, we obtain some closed
formulae of sums of products of any number of Apostol-Bernoulli andApostol-Euler poly-
nomials and numbers by applying the generating function methods and some summation
transform techniques. It turns out that some known results including the ones stated in
[, ] are derived as special cases.
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2 Some auxiliary results
Weﬁrstly recall the Stirling numbers of the ﬁrst kind s(n,k) and the Stirling numbers of the
second kind S(n,k) which can be found in the standard book []. The Stirling numbers




s(n,k)xk (n≥ ), (.)




S(n,k)(x)k (n≥ ). (.)
The notation (x)n appearing in (.) and (.) stands for the falling factorial (x)n of order n
deﬁned by (x) =  and (x)n = x(x–)(x–) · · · (x–n+) for positive integer n and complex
number x. In fact, the Stirling numbers of the ﬁrst kind s(n,k) and the Stirling numbers of
























with n being non-negative integer and f (n) and g(n) being two sequences.
Motivated by two identities appearing in [], Guo and Qi [, ] posed the following
problem: for t =  and positive integer n, determine the numbers an,k– for ≤ k ≤ n such
that









Stimulated by this problem, the authors [] made use of the mathematical induction to
establish eight identitieswhich reveal the functions /(–e±t)n and the derivatives (/(e±t–
))(k) can be expressed by each other by linear combinations with coeﬃcients involving the
combinatorial numbers and Stirling numbers of the second kind. Further, Xu andCen []
applied the famous Faà di Bruno formula to unify the eight identities due to Guo and Qi
[] to two identities involving two parameters α and λ. We next state their results and
give a brief proof.







(–)n+k–αn(k – )!S(n + ,k)
( – λeαt)k , (.)
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and for positive integer n,










Proof In view of the binomial series







tn (β complex number), (.)
we discover

























Applying (.) to (.) yields



























Thus, combining (.) and (.) gives the formula (.). It follows from (.) and (.)
that (.) is complete. This concludes the proof. 
It becomes obvious that in the case α =  in (.) arises, for positive integer n,





















We next give another auxiliary result as follows.
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where 〈x〉n denotes the rising factorial 〈x〉n of order n deﬁned by 〈x〉 =  and 〈x〉n =
x(x + )(x + ) · · · (x + n – ) for positive integer n and complex number x, f (y, t) is denoted










m! and {fn(x)}∞n= is a







with F(t) being a formal power series.
Proof See [, (.), (.)] for details. 
There follow some special cases of Theorem .. By setting y =  and f (y, t) = /(λet + )















where [tn]f (t) stands for the coeﬃcients of [tn] in f (t). On the other hand, sinceB(x;λ) = 
when λ =  and B(x;λ) =  when λ =  (see, e.g., []), so by setting B(x;λ) = δ,λ we get







m +  ·
tm
m! . (.)




tm( – t)n dt = m! · n!(m + n + )! . (.)
Thus, by setting r = , y =  and g(y, t) = /(λet – ) – δ,λ/t in (.), with the help of (.)














(–x)n–k Bm+k+(x;λ)m + k +  . (.)
We shall make use of the above formulae (.), (.), (.) and (.) to give some closed
formulae of sums of products of any number of Apostol-Bernoulli andApostol-Euler poly-
nomials and numbers in the next section.
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3 The restatement of main results




given by the relation











. In fact, the Stirling cycle numbers can be














































s(n,k + )xk–m, (.)




the multinomial coeﬃcient deﬁned by
( n
r, . . . , rk
)
= n!r! · · · rk ! (n, r, . . . , rk ≥ ). (.)
We next explore the closed formulae of sums of products of any number of Apostol-









(λet – )r(λet + )m–r , (.)
where r is a non-negative integer, m is a positive integer with  ≤ r ≤ m and y = x + x +











k, . . . ,km
)
Bk (x;λ) · · ·Bkm (xm;λ). (.)
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(–y)k––jBn+j+–m(y;λ)n + j +  –m . (.)
























( k – 













m – j – 
)
s(m,k + )yk–(m–j–). (.)
Thus, by equating (.) and (.) and then applying (.) the following result arises.






k, . . . ,km
)








n – j . (.)
There follow some special cases of Theorem .. Obviously the case λ =  in Theorem .





k, . . . ,km
)









(m – j –  + k
k
)
s(m,m – j + k)yk
}
× Bn–j(y)n – j . (.)
Theorem. can also be used to give the closed formula of sums of products of any number
of Apostol-Bernoulli numbers described in []. For example, since the Apostol-Bernoulli
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polynomials obey the symmetric distribution






and the diﬀerence equation
λBn( + x;λ) –Bn(x;λ) = nxn– (n≥ ), (.)
which can be found in [], by setting x = x = · · · = xm =  and replacing λ by /λ in






k, . . . ,km
)








n – j . (.)
On multiplying λx– in both sides of (.) and substituting x = , . . . ,m – , in view of
adding the preceding results, we get for positive integer m and non-negative integer n,




We notice that, from (.), we have λB(;λ) = +B(λ) and λBn(;λ) = Bn(λ) for positive
integer n≥ , and the following relation (see, e.g., []):
n–∑
k=
pn,k(n)mk =  (m,n≥  and ≤m≤ n – ). (.)
Thus, by applying (.) and (.) to (.), one can obtain the closed formula for the





k, . . . ,km
)














n–j if n =m.
(.)











k, . . . ,km
)
Ek (x;λ) · · ·Ekm (xm;λ). (.)
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The following result follows from (.), (.) and (.).






k, . . . ,km
)


















( k – 












(m + k – j – 
k
)
s(m,m + k – j)yk , (.)





k, . . . ,km
)









(m + k – j – 
k
)
s(m,m + k – j)yk
}
En+m––j(y;λ). (.)
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Obviously the case λ =  in (.) gives the formula of Dilcher [, Theorem ] on the
classical Euler polynomials.
We next consider the case  ≤ r ≤ m –  in (.). For convenience, in the following we
always denote z = λet . We apply the familiar partial fraction decomposition and let









(z + )m–r–j . (.)
We are now in the position to determine the coeﬃcientsMi and Nj in (.). By multiply-
ing both sides in (.) by (z – )r and taking z → , we obtain
M = limz→

(z + )m–r =

m–r . (.)
For the case  ≤ i ≤ r –  in (.), by multiplying (z – )r–i in both sides of (.) and
taking z → , with the help of the binomial theorem (z + )n =∑nk= (nk)(z – )kn–k for
non-negative integer n, we get

























(z – )i . (.)
In light of (.), we can make the L’Hôspital rule for (.). In fact, repeatedly applying











j (z – )
k+j–i, (.)
where (x)n is the falling factorial (x)n of order n in (.). Hence, the coeﬃcientsMi satisfy
M =







i–k (≤ i≤ r – ). (.)




(m – r + i – 
i
)
(≤ i≤ r – ). (.)
We shall use induction on i. Obviously (.) holds trivially when i = . Assume that (.)
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Note that, for non-negative integer n and complex numbers a and b (cf. the Chu-




k! · 〈b〉k =
〈b – a〉n
〈b〉n , (.)









= m – ri!
i∑
k=
(–i)(–i – ) · · · (–i + k – ) · (m – r + k – )!
k! · (m – r + k – i)!
= m – ri! ·
(m – r – )!
(m – r – i)!
i∑
k=
〈–i〉k · 〈m – r〉k
k! · 〈m – r – i + 〉k , (.)






)(m – r + k – 
k
)
(–)k = , (.)
which together with (.) immediately yields (.). On multiplying both sides in (.)
by (z + )m–r and then taking z → –, we obtain
N = limz→–

(z – )r =

(–)r . (.)
On multiplying (z + )m–r–j in both sides of (.) and then taking z → –, with the help
of the binomial theorem, we get, for ≤ j ≤m – r – ,

























(z + )j . (.)
So from (.), we repeatedly apply the L’Hôspital rule j times to get
N =







(–)j–k (≤ j ≤m – r – ). (.)




(r + j – 
j
)
(≤ j ≤m – r – ). (.)
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It follows from (.), (.), (.) and (.) that, for positive integers m and r with  ≤





k, . . . ,km
)



























Thus, applying (.) and (.) to (.), in light of (.), we get the result.
Theorem. Let m be a positive integer and y = x +x + · · ·+xm.Then, for positive integer





k, . . . ,km
)
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